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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following best describes the map method input and
output?
A. It accepts a single key-value pair as input and can emit any
number of key-value pairs as output, including zero.
B. It accepts a list of key-value pairs as input hut run emit
only one key value pair as output.
C. It accepts a single key-value pair as input and can emit
only one key-value pair as output.
D. It accepts a single key-value pair as input and emits a
single key and list of corresponding values as output
Answer: A
Explanation:
public class Mapper&lt;KEYIN,VALUEIN,KEYOUT,VALUEOUT&gt;
extends Object
Maps input key/value pairs to a set of intermediate key/value
pairs.

Maps are the individual tasks which transform input records
into a intermediate records. The
transformed intermediate records need not be of the same type
as the input records. A given input
pair may map to zero or many output pairs.
Reference: org.apache.hadoop.mapreduce
Class Mapper&lt;KEYIN,VALUEIN,KEYOUT,VALUEOUT&gt;

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit. A TFTP server has recently been installed
in the Atlanta office. The network administrator is located in
the NY office and has attempted to make a connection to the
TFTP server. They are unable to backup the configuration file
and Cisco IOS of the NY router to the TFTP server. Which cause
of this problem is true?
A. The TFTP server has an incorrect IP address.
B. The TFTP server cannot obtain an address from a DHCP Server
C. The network administrator computer has an incorrect IP
address.
D. The TFTP server has an incorrect subnet mask.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
You plan to deploy a certification authority (CA)
infrastructure that contains the following servers:
- An offline standalone root CA named CA1
- An enterprise subordinate CA named CA2 On all of the
computers, you import the root CA certificate from CA1 to the
Trusted Root Certification Authorities Certificates store.
You need to ensure that CA2 can issue certificates for the CA
hierarchy.
What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options
in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
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